Special notation for archaeology: Draft for comment by September 15, 2012
At the request of the European DDC Users’ Group (EDUG) 930 Archaeology Working Group,
we have studied the provision for special notation to represent treatment of topics and places
from an archaeological viewpoint. We have always intended that the archaeology of a specific
subject outside of 900 go with the subject (plus the appropriate subdivision of Table 1—09 if
applicable), but we realize that there are currently no specific instructions to this end beyond
standard Dewey practice. We propose to make this instruction specific, and to extend it through
the addition of specific notation in Table 1 and under 930-990. We also propose small
adjustments to existing instructions under 930.1, 609, and 338.09.
Please send your comments by September 15, 2012.
•
You may send your comments directly to 025.431: The Dewey blog
(http://ddc.typepad.com/025431/2012/07/special-notation-for-archaeology-draft-forcomment.html)
•

You may address your comments to
Joan S. Mitchell
Editor in Chief, DDC
mitchelj@oclc.org

•

You may fax your comments to my attention at the following fax number:
Joan S. Mitchell
Fax: 1-614-718-7621
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Proposals
General provision for archaeology in Table 1 notation 09009
We propose a specific notation for archaeology in Table 1:
—09

History, geographic treatment, biography

...
—090 09

Archaeology
Class interdisciplinary works on archaeology in 930.1

In the table of preference at the beginning of Table 1, we recommend addition of the new
notation directly following the provisions for historical periods:
...
Historical periods
Archaeology
Museums, collections, exhibits
Museum activities and services
Illustrations, models, miniatures
Tabulated and related materials
Synopses and outlines
Humorous treatment
Audiovisual treatment
Dictionaries, encyclopedias, concordances
Serial publications of history, geographic
treatment, biography
History and geographic treatment (without
subdivision)
Serial publications

—0901–0905
—09009
—074
—075
—022
—021
—0202
—0207
—0208
—03
—09005
—09
—05

When we were deciding the location of notation 09009, we realized that notation 09005 was also
missing from the table of preference. Because notation 05 for general serial publications is the
last entry in the table of preference, notation 09005 should be located towards the end of the
table, i.e., directly above notation 09.
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Changes to 930.1, 609, and 338.09009
At 930.1 Archaeology, we propose elimination of the definition note, and several adjustments to
the see references in order to make it clear that the archaeology of a specific subject goes with
the subject plus the appropriate subdivision of T1—09:
930.1

Archaeology
Study of past civilizations through discovery, collection, interpretation of
material remains
Class here early history to 4000 B.C.; prehistoric archaeology;
interdisciplinary works on archaeology
For industrial archaeology, see 609; for archaeology of specific oceans
and seas, see 909.0963–909.0967, plus notation 09009 from Table 1, e.g.,
archaeology of Caribbean Sea 909.096395009009; for archaeology of
continents, countries, localities provided for in notation 3 from Table 2,
see 931–939; for archaeology of modern period, ancient and prehistoric
archaeology of continents, countries, localities not provided for in
notation 3 from Table 2, see 940–990. For archaeology of a specific
subject, see the subject, plus notation 09009 from Table 1, e.g., industrial
archaeology 609.009, archaeology of medieval Celtic churches
726.50941090209
See also 700 for artistic aspects of archaeological objects

We also propose the following changes at 609 and the introduction of 609.009:
609

History, geographic treatment, biography
Class here technological aspects of industrial archaeology
Class history and geographic treatment of production and economic aspects of
industrial archaeology in 338.09; class history of industrial archaeology in 900
See Manual at 300 vs. 600: Interdisciplinary works

609.009

Archaeology
Class here interdisciplinary works on industrial archaeology
For production and economic aspects of industrial
archaeology, see 338.09009
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We propose to use the bracketed 338.09009 for archaeology, which is currently classed at
338.09.
338.09

History, geographic treatment, biography
Class here history, geographic treatment, biography of general principles
and theories; existing and potential resources for production, industrial
conditions and situation, industrial surveys, location of industry
Class a specific resource with the resource, e.g., water for power 333.914

.090 01–.090 08

Standard subdivisions

[.090 09]

History Archaeology
Do not use for history, geographic treatment, biography
together; class in 338.09. Do not use for historical periods;
class in 338.0901-338.0905. Do not use for geographic
treatment and biography; class in 338.091-338.099

.090 1–.090 5

Historical periods
Add to base number 338.090 the numbers following —090 in
notation 0901–0905 from Table 1, e.g., industrial surveys in 20th
century 338.0904

T1—0901-0905 Historical periods
Since the add table under T1—0901-0905 Historical periods does not include any special
notation developed based on T1—09, we propose introducing special notation 09 Archaeology in
the add table, and making the new notation the second topic in the table of preference.
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>

—090 1–090 5 Historical periods
The subdivisions listed in the add table below are special notation, not standard
subdivisions
Unless other instructions are given in the add table below, observe the following table
of preference, e.g., a periodical of statistics —021 (not —05):
Short term forecasts
Archaeology
Museums, collections, exhibits
Collecting objects
Illustrations
Statistics
Dictionaries, encyclopedias, concordances
Serial publications

—01
—09
—074
—075
—022
—021
—03
—05

Add to each subdivision identified by * as follows:
01
Short term forecasts
Ten years or less
Class long term forecasts (more than ten years) in —0112
Statistics and illustrations
02
021
Statistics
022
Illustrations
Including cartoons, drawings, pictures, pictorial charts and designs,
sketches; graphs; maps, plans, diagrams
Class statistical graphs in 021; class humorous cartoons in
—0901–0905 without adding from this table
03
Dictionaries, encyclopedias, concordances
Including thesauri (synonym dictionaries)
05
Serial publications
Regardless of form (print or electronic) or frequency
Class here house organs, magazines, newspapers, yearbooks
07
Museums, collections, exhibits; collecting objects
074
Museums, collections, exhibits
Class here exhibitions, fairs, festivals; catalogs, lists regardless of
whether or not articles are offered for sale; guidebooks, history and
description
Add to 074 notation 4–9 from Table 2, e.g., collections in
Pennsylvania 074748, collections of ancient objects in
Pennsylvania —0901074748
075
Collecting objects
Class here collectibles, memorabilia, price trends for collectors
09
Archaeology
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T1—093-099 Specific continents, countries, localities; extraterrestrial worlds
At T1—093-099 Specific continents, countries, localities; extraterrestrial worlds, we propose
introducing special notation 09009 Archaeology in the add table, and inserting it in the table of
preference directly following the special notation for historical periods. Notation 0901-0905
Historical periods is subdivided by the notation in T1—0901-0905, whose add table has a new
provision for archaeology; thus, archaeology of a specific period in a specific location is shown
by using the specific notation from T1—0901-0905, plus notation 09 from the add table under
T1—0901-0905.
—093–099

Specific continents, countries, localities; extraterrestrial worlds
History and description by place, by specific instance of the subject
The subdivisions listed in the add table below are special notation, not
standard subdivisions
Unless other instructions are given in the add table below, observe the
following table of preference, e.g., a periodical of statistics —021 (not
—05):
Maintenance and repair
Forecasts
Specific continents, countries, localities
Areas, regions, places in general
Historical periods
Archaeology
Museums, collections, exhibits
Collecting objects
Illustrations
Statistics
Dictionaries, encyclopedias, concordances
History and geographic treatment (without
subdivision)
Serial publications
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—028
—01
—093–099
—091
—0901–0905
—09009
—074
—075
—022
—021
—03
—09
—05

Add to base number —09 notation 3–9 from Table 2, e.g., the subject in
North America —097, in Brazil —0981; then add further as follows:
01
Forecasts
...
09
History and geographic treatment
09009
Archaeology
0901–0905
Historical periods
Add to 090 the numbers following —090 in
notation 0901–0905 from Table 1, e.g., 20th
century 0904, archaeology of 20th century
090409; however, for museums, collections,
exhibits of the subject in an area regardless of
historical period, see 074, e.g., collections of
20th-century Brazilian art 709.81074 (not
709.810904)
091
Areas, places, regions in general
Add to 091 the numbers following —1 in notation
11–19 from Table 2, e.g., rural regions 091734
093–099
Specific continents, countries, localities; extraterrestrial
worlds
Add to 09 notation 3–9 from Table 2, e.g., Poland
09438
Use 093–099 to add notation for a specific
continent, country, locality when first area notation
is used to specify area of origin, while second one
identifies area in which subject is found or
practiced, e.g., Polish political refugees
325.2109438, Polish political refugees in Canada
325.21094380971
Note: We do not recommend provisions for addition of notation 09009 when a second place is
added through special notation 091 or 093-099.
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930-990 History of specific continents, countries, localities; extraterrestrial worlds
We propose introducing notation 00909 for archaeology under notation 009 in the add table
under 930-990. This notation would be used when time period for the place is not specified.
When the time period is specified, archaeology would be shown by adding the new Table 1
notation 09009 Archaeology (cf. above for discussion about the new notation) to the number for
the time period. For example, archaeology of Austria would be classed in 943.600909;
archaeology of the period of 1815-1874 would be classed in 943.604209009. We have provided
a class-elsewhere note at notation 09009 to notation 01-05.
>

930–990 History of specific continents, countries, localities; extraterrestrial worlds
Civilization and events
Class here interdisciplinary works on geography and history of ancient world,
of specific continents, countries, localities
Add to base number 9 notation 3–9 from Table 2, e.g., general history of
Europe 940, of England 942, of Norfolk, England 942.61; then add further as
follows:
001
Philosophy and theory
...
009

Archaeology; Aareas, regions, places in general; collected
biography
Notation 09 from Table 1 as modified below
Do not use for history, geographic treatment, biography
together; class in 930–990 without adding from this table.
Do not use for historical periods; class in 01–09. Do not use
for individual biography; class in 01–09, plus notation 092
from Table 1. Do not use for specific continents, countries,
localities; class in 930–990 without adding from this table
00909
Archaeology
Class archaeology of a specific period with the
period in 01-09, plus notation 09009 from Table 1,
e.g., archaeology of period of 1815-1874 in
Austrian history 04209009
0091–0098
Areas, regions, places in general
Add to 009 the numbers following —1 in notation
11–18 from Table 2, e.g., urban regions 009732
...
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Subdivisions of Archaeology
The EDUG 930 Working Group recommended subdivision of the special notation for
archaeology by adding the numbers following 930.1 in 930.1-930.10285. We have not taken
action on this proposal. The notation following 930.1-930.10285 includes standard subdivisions
T1—01 and T1—02. Class 930.1028 and its subdivisions are modified developments of
standard subdivision 028. Because the general practice is not to add standard subdivisions to the
notation in Table 1, we do not recommend providing subdivisions of the proposed archaeology
notation.
Approximating the Whole of an Area
The EDUG 930 Working Group recommended addition of the notation to express archaeology
even in the case where the place does not approximate the whole of the class. Such a practice
would undermine the basic principle of interoperability among area notation in various editions.
Taormina, Messina province, Sicily, Italy, has a well-preserved Greek theater. DDC 23 includes
T2—4811 for Messina province, but not a specific notation for Taormina. A work about the
theater would be classed in 725.822094811 in DDC 23 without further addition of the proposed
special notation for archaeology. However, the Italian full edition includes T2—481127 for
Taormina. Thus, a history of the archaeology of the theater in the Italian edition would be
classed in 725.8220948112709009 (the final ―09009‖ is the proposed notation mentioned above.)
Use of 083 Additional Dewey Decimal Classification Number Field
We recommend use of the MARC 21 083 Additional Dewey Decimal Classification Number
field in situations where further number building is not possible, e.g., when historical periods are
added below the country level in 930-990, or when the area does not approximate the whole of
the class in the edition being used. In such cases, we recommend use of T1—09009 as the
additional notation to support discovery in field 083:
082 04 $a 725.822094811 $2 23
083 0# $z 1 $a 09009 $2 23
Users may also wish to add an 083 field to highlight a particular archaeological method using the
special notation under 930.1028:
082 04 $a 725.822094811 $2 23
083 0# $z 1 $a 09009 $2 23
083 0# $a 930.10285 $2 23
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